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Transit Development Plan Background

• 5-year plan that provides a vision for transit in Rochester
• Previous transit development plan was finalized in 2017
• Changes implemented from the 2017 plan include:

 ` Earlier and later weekday and Saturday service

 ` New Sunday and holiday service

 ` New service areas

 ` Rochester Rapid Transit service in development

 ` Simplified route numbering



New or improved bus routes and 
paratransit services

Fare, pass, or transfer policy 
changes to increase ridership  
or funding

Transit fleet and technology 
recommendations  

Preparation for Rochester Rapid 
Transit service

Investments in capital improvements 
like buses, bus stop enhancements, 
and support equipment

Operations and facilities 
recommendations

Electric bus integration 

Building on the 2017 Transit Development Plan



SUMMER 2021 SUMMER 2022

Develop 
Final Plan 

Listen to the public and stakeholders 
regarding what is and is not working 

well with RPT

Share draft recommendations with 
the public and gather feedback 

Analyze data and existing 
transit performance

Develop draft 
recommendations 

WE ARE 
HERE Revise 

recommendations 

Project Schedule



Inputs to Strategies and 
Service Ideas



What our analysis of RPT bus service found

RPT analyzed changes in population and jobs in Rochester, ridership along our different bus routes, and 
route performance measures such as on-time performance. Here are some highlights of what we found:

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

• RPT routes serve much of Rochester – 83% of Rochester 
residents live within a half mile of a transit stop, 66% live 
within a quarter mile.

• RPT routes serve areas where people are most likely to rely 
on transit such as residents with low incomes, disabilities, 
or no access to a personal car

• Express routes are very well used – As of March RPT 
express routes provided more than 70,000 passenger trips

• Buses often depart stops too early

• Some routes are not bidirectional

• Best used weekday local routes serve 
destinations along major corridors – Examples 
include Routes 409, 411, 413, 101 and 206

• Evening and weekend ridership did not 
dramatically decrease during COVID-19

• Some routes and/or schedules 
are confusing for new or 
infrequent riders



What we heard from the community on RPT bus service

RPT engaged Rochester community members and riders last fall for feedback on our bus services. 
Here are the major themes of what we heard:

Provide more frequent service

Enhance access to grocery 
shopping, including on the 
weekends

Provide more midday and 
evening service

Have bus stops close to 
destinations   

Make system easier for people 
to understand

Reduce the need to transfer 
downtown

Improve transfers

Provide service to the airport 



RPT surveyed ZIPS riders last fall and analyzed how the service has been performing. Here’s what we found:

STRENGTHS

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

• Provides independence to people with disabilities

• Safety

• Application process

• Service reliability and on-time 
performance

• Travel time

• Fare

• Operating hours

 

 







• Communication with riders

• Technology adoption





What we heard from riders and found in our analysis  
of ZIPS paratransit service



Potential Strategies to 
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Potential strategies to Improve ZIPS

RPT is considering the following approaches to improving ZIPS based on rider 
feedback and our analysis of the paratransit service.

Online/mobile booking

Mobile fare payments

Real-time bus tracking and 
arrival updates

Improved customer 
communications system

Technology improvements 
for increased reliability and 
decreased travel time



Potential Fixed Route 
Service Ideas



Improving Evening and Weekend Bus Service

RPT is considering operating some weekday routes on the evenings 
and weekends instead of having a separate set routes. Current Evening/

Weekend Routes
Proposed Evening/
Weekend Routes

21 102

22 204

23 409

24 101-206

25 411-309

26



Reducing the Need to Transfer Downtown

RPT is considering combining some north-south routes to reduce the 
need for passengers to transfer at the downtown transit station.

• Combine Routes 101 and 206 to create 
a longer route along Broadway and 3rd 
Avenues between Chateau Shopping 
Center in the north and Shoppes on 
Maine in the south.

• Combine Routes 411 and 309 to provide 
a connection from northwest Rochester 
through downtown to Apache Mall



RPT developed ideas for new bus routes that would provide connections between destinations outside of downtown 
and allow for more transfers between routes, based on feedback from riders.

• 208 – This new weekday route idea would 
provide service between downtown Rochester, 
Mayo High School, and Walmart South 
through the Slatterly Park and Meadow Park 
neighborhoods. 

• 350X – This new express route idea would 
provide four trips between downtown 
Rochester and the Rochester Airport. Trips 
would be timed as much as possible in 
coordination with the arrival and departure of 
flights from Rochester Airport.

• 511 – This new weekday route idea is a northern 
east-west crosstown route that would 
operate between Century High School and 
HyVee northwest via East Circle Drive, 37th 
Street NE, and 41st Street NE. 

• 512 – This new weekday route idea is a 
southern east-west crosstown route that 
would operate between Rochester Community 
and Technical College and Apache Mall via 4th 
Street SE, 12th Street SE, and 16th Street SE

Ideas for New Routes to Improve Weekday Service



One of the main things we heard from riders and Rochester communities was the desire for buses to come more frequently. 
Based on current route ridership levels, RPT identified the following routes as candidates for having more frequent service.

Prioritizing bus routes for more frequent service

15 minutes  
or better

409

408

306

20 minutes  
or better 411-309

30 minutes  
or better

101-206

512



Potential Microtransit 
Service Ideas



In order to provide service where people need transit service but population 
densities are lower, RPT is considering new kinds of service like microtransit.

Microtransit

WHAT IS  
MICROTRANSIT?
Microtransit is on-demand 
shared transportation that 
utilizes technology to operate 
efficiently and effectively. Rides 
can be requested on-demand 
or in advance for pick-up and 
drop-off at certain locations 
within a defined zone.

HOW DOES MICROTRANSIT WORK? 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS 
OF MICROTRANSIT?

EFFICIENT 
SHARING

DYNAMIC 
ROUTING

RIDER 
PICKUP

REQUEST BY 
APP/PHONE/

WEB

SEAMLESS 
DROPOFFS

FLEXIBLE: schedule rides where 
you need, when you need

CONVENIENT: schedule ahead 
or in real time. Book via app, 
online, or over the phone

EFFICIENT: rides with similar 
routes or destinations are 
matched to minimize wait and 
travel time

CONNECTIONS: connect to 
destinations within the on-
demand transit zone or to 
other bus routes

Transit center

Apartments

School

Houses

Stores

Employment

Government center



Potential for Microtransit in Rochester

• RPT does not currently operate 
microtransit service but is 
considering piloting this type of 
service in locations that are more 
challenging to serve with a fixed bus 
route. 

• Two potential locations that RPT 
is considering piloting this service 
are southwest Rochester and 
southeast Rochester. 



Potential Fare Changes



Potential Fare Changes

Due to changes in ridership, RPT is exploring potential changes to its fares. 
The changes being considered include:

A low-income fare: a reduced fare 
for people who qualify based on 
their income

An express vs local fare: charging 
more for express service than  
local service

A peak vs off-peak fare: charging 
more for peak service (weekdays 
from 6-9am and 3-7pm) than off-
peak service

Which fare changes do 
you support? Tell us what 
you think by answering 
the poll in the chat!



Questions & 
Answers

PLEASE ASK ANY QUESTIONS YOU HAVE IN THE CHAT AND THE 
PROJ ECT TEAM WILL ANSWER THEM.



Thank You
rochestertdp.com




